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Militarist hawks and liberal pundits alike are up in arms (figuratively, of course) over Donald Trump's "victory" proclamation and announcement of U.S. troops' withdrawal from Syria. What does it actually mean for the cascading disasters in the Middle East?

It's certainly true that a couple thousand U.S. troops can't resolve the Syrian civil war and destruction of that country, and that U.S. imperialism has no legitimate business intervening there or anywhere else.

This doesn't mean that Trump's plan to withdraw this force has any progressive significance, or anything to do with peace. It's a move on a regional chess board and for imperialism, allies are pawns.

Syrian Kurdish forces have been the most effective fighters against the brutal "Islamic State." They saved the Yazidi population from ISIS genocide on Sinjar mountain, liberated hundreds of Yazidi women from sexual enslavement, and defended the town of Kobane against the ISIS siege. Trump's announcement might be a gesture to Turkey's presidentialist-dictator Recep Tayyip Erdogan, and it's a cynical betrayal of the Kurdish fighters.

Erdogan's number one priority is crushing Kurdish national aspirations, along with all democratic opposition to his rule. The presence of U.S. troops in northeastern Syria restrains Turkey from launching a murderous assault on the Kurds there.

The imperial knife in the back of the Kurds and their desire for autonomy or independence is a recurring story. At the same time, Saudi Arabia's murderous U.S.-coddled royal house is driving Yemen to genocidal famine. Israeli and U.S. threats against Iran are provoking Tehran's buildup of its own asymmetric deterrent the supply of sophisticated guidance missiles to Hezbollah near the Lebanon-Israel border.

The main point to understand is that imperialism creates problems that it cannot solve. That's been disastrously evident ever since the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003.

It's criminal that Democratic politicians, including some supposed liberals, are trying to outflank Donald Trump by striking a more militaristic posture. But it's a big mistake for well-intentioned folks in the peace movement to say they support or even applaud Trump's withdrawal announcement. The question isn't whether this or that tactical move or verbal posture by this imperialist administration is a good or bad thing, in isolation from its overall military-political interventionist project.

Trump now says he wants to move the U.S. troops from Syria into Iraq, in order to "keep an eye on Iran." It's not clear exactly what that even means, but it's undoubtedly part of the ominous and growing U.S. threats against Iran, which can only make matters worse. And Iraq's political leadership has responded angrily against being drawn into Washington's anti-Iran crusade, to say nothing of being treated like Donald Trump's bathmat.

In the region's horrifying descent into sectarianism, civil war and mass destruction, the Kurdish freedom movement, especially in Syria, is the only remaining force that both represents democratic aspirations and has some military capacity. Despite its limits and contradictions, this is the movement that should command the solidarity of international left and antiwar forces.
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The United States has had a great deal to do with creating the disasters afflicting people from Afghanistan to Palestine. The political uproar over whether a suddenly announced troop withdrawal from a corner of Syria is or is not "in our fundamental strategic interests" doesn't even touch the reality that it's precisely those "interests" that are the problem.
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If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.